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Adolescent Development 
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• Programs addressing adolescent development 
should consider: 

– Physical and psychological safety
– Appropriate structure
– Supportive relationships
– Opportunities to belong
– Positive social norms
– Support for efficacy and active participation
– Opportunities for skill building
– Integration of family, school, and community efforts
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Design and Implementation Considerations 
for Adolescent Development 
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Example Activities for Adolescent Development 

Physical development Cognitive

Emotional Social



• Choose supplementary curricula with 
a focus on adolescent development

• Offer supplemental activities

• Incorporate videos, brochures, and 
fact sheets

• Identify opportunities to facilitate 
development 

• Incorporate mentors into programming
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How and Where to Integrate Adolescent Development Topics 
and Activities into Program Implementation



• Consider gender differences and cultural 
sensitivity when addressing adolescent 
development

• Prioritize program monitoring and evaluation to 
identify opportunities for adjustments

• Be mindful of emerging trends 
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Design and Implementation Considerations 
for Adolescent Development 



Educational and Career Success
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• Decide the scope 

• Offer rigorous, challenging, and planned 
content

• Choose appropriate modes of program 
delivery

• Provide engaging activities 

• Integrate programming with schools
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Design and Implementation Considerations 
for Education and Career Success



• Engage families

• Partner with community organizations and 
employers

• Tailor programming to the diverse 
populations served by PREP

• Develop skilled and knowledgeable staff

• Build organizational capacity for 
implementation
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Design and Implementation Considerations 
for Education and Career Success
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Topics and Example Activities 

Academic learning Enriched learning

Education planning Job and career planning



• Choose curricula that include 
education and career success 
topics

• Provide academic supports

• Incorporate mentors into 
programming

• Work with partners 
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How and Where to Integrate Education and Career Success Topics 
and Activities into Program Implementation



Financial Literacy
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• Make programming timely, relevant and 
developmentally appropriate

• Encourage parental involvement

• Ensure facilitators are trained on financial literacy

• Engage local financial institutions to connect 
youth with mainstream banking opportunities

• Provide interactive and real-life scenarios to 
enable youth to apply learned skills
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Design and Implementation Considerations for Financial Literacy
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Topics and Example Activities 

Savings and investments Borrowing, credit, debt

Spending and budgeting Insurance 



• Incorporate a financial literacy program 
into PREP curricula

• Review financial literacy resources and 
identify supplementary information to 
include in the program

• Partner with community organizations 

• Ensure relevance of programming 

• Integrate with topics related to sexual 
health and relationships
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How and Where to Integrate Financial Literacy Topics 
and Activities into Program Implementation



Healthy Life Skills 
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• Use interactive participatory methods

• Follow a developmentally appropriate 
structure

• Develop skilled and supportive facilitators

• Create community connections and 
leadership opportunities

• Use integrated curricula
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Design and Implementation Considerations for Healthy Life Skills



• Cognitive skills

• Emotional coping skills

• Social skills

• Healthy life skills

• Sexual health skills
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Topics and Example Activities 



• Choose curricula with a focus on healthy 
life skills

• Incorporate mentors into programming 

• Engage youth through social media 
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How and Where to Integrate Healthy Life Skills Topics 
and Activities into Program Implementation



Healthy Relationships 
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• Discuss appropriate online communication 

• Train facilitators to model healthy relationships,
including marriage and family interactions

• Ensure that activities include skills training and 
are culturally, developmentally, and age 
appropriate

• Leverage youth’s use of technology 
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Design and Implementation Considerations 
for Healthy Relationships



• Select curricula that include healthy 
relationships

• Select/train staff who can also address 
healthy relationships

• Provide skills training and emphasize 
positive peer relationships

• Use diverse, accessible settings 

• Target programming length to the setting 
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Design and Implementation Considerations 
for Healthy Relationships



• Healthy and unhealthy relationships

• Intentional decision-making and partner 
selection

• Respect for self and partner

• Age-appropriate social networks
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Topics and Example Activities



• Positive relationships with peers

• Communication and conflict resolution

• Gender equality/power balance

• Joint responsibility for contraceptive use and 
STI/HIV prevention practices
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Topics and Example Activities



• Choose a stand-alone curriculum or 
materials that address healthy 
relationships 

• Address additional and currently 
relevant topics
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How and Where to Integrate Healthy Relationships Topics 
and Activities into Program Implementation



Parent-Child Communication
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• Support parents/caregivers

• Increase parent/caregiver knowledge of sexuality 
and communication

• Incorporate role-play and interactive skill practice

• Engage both fathers/male caregivers and 
mothers/female caregivers

• Select curricula and staff members who can 
cover the topics
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Design and Implementation Considerations 
for Parent-Child Communication



For Parents and Caregivers:
• Proactive communication 

• Medically accurate knowledge of health and risk behaviors

• Comfort discussing sensitive topics

For Parents or Youth: 
• Closeness to parents

• Knowledge of parents’ expectations 
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Topics and Example Activities 



For Youth: 
• Initiating conversations with parents and 

caregivers

• Identifying and communicating with a trusted 
adult in the absence of a parent or caregiver
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Topics and Example Activities 



• Select a curriculum that addresses parent-
child communication 

• Equip parents and caregivers to 
communicate effectively with their 
adolescent children

• Partner with parents, parent groups and 
other trusted adults 
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How and Where to Integrate Parent-Child Communication Topics 
and Activities into Program Implementation



• Create structured opportunities for youth 
and their parents/caregivers/allies to talk

• Engage with parents, caregivers, and 
trusted adults to support vulnerable 
populations 
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How and Where to Integrate Parent-Child Communication Topics 
and Activities into Program Implementation



• There are many different ways to address 
the APS

• There is overlap between APS that will 
allow you to cover multiple topics more 
comprehensively 
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In Summary



APS 
Reflection

APS Currently Implementing?

Reflect, review, assess

Considerations, relevance and fit

Adaptations and adjustments 

Consider new strategies



Full Group

Poll 1: I plan to revise/refresh current APS

Poll 2: I am considering new APS

Poll EW 1: Something new I learned

Poll EW 2: Something I still have a question about

Poll EW 3: Something I can improve

Poll EW4: Something I will do/share
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Ready Set GO!
• After this training…

– Engage with Team members and stakeholders

– Discuss APS topics
• Keep same APS

– Adjustments and adaptations
– Consider new strategies learned

• Select new APS
– Make a plan to prepare to implement

– Commit to ongoing review and assessment of 
APS topics throughout the life of your program



Final Announcements
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Don’t Forget Your Evaluation!
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